New:

Spring 2023

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
ALCE 2094: Introduction to Metal Fabrication (CM-7516)
ALCE 2294: Animal Structures and Environment (CM-7517)
ALCE 2484: Engine and Power Train Technology (CM-7518)
ALCE 3494: Advanced Welding Technology (CM-7519)
HORT 4334: Greenhouse and Controlled Environment Agriculture Management (CM-7569)
LDRS 4514: Skills for Nonprofit Organizational Leaders (CM-7602)

College of Science
SYSB 4224: Big Data Analysis Methods in Systems Biology (CM-7503)

Fall 2023

College of Engineering
AOE 4365-4366: Launch Vehicle Design (CM-7531)

College of Natural Resources and Environment
UNR 2004: Introduction to Urban Natural Resources (CM-7559)
UNR 2504: Urban Resilience: Concepts and Methods (CM-7560)
UNR 4204: Urban Natural Resources Capstone (CM-7584)

Pamplin College of Business
ACIS 4664: Environmental, Social, and Governance Accounting (CM-7601)

Revised:

**Spring 2023**

**College of Agriculture and Life Sciences**

APSC 3824: Equine Training and Marketing (CM-7557)